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Dave Dorman's closing art for the first issue of Jedi Story. Then the issues in the early story arcs have been the knights of the Old Republic. Jedi Story is a series of comic books published by Dark Horse Comics between 1993 and 1998. They were part of the Fictional Star Wars expanding the universe,
and included the Great Sith War and the Great Hyperspace War. This series represents the earliest Stories of Star Wars Chronology until the publication of the Dawn comic series and Jedi novels. The first book issued included the Great Sith War (3,996 BBY, or Before the Battle of Yavin). The latter are
prequels that include the Great Hyperspace War, which took place a thousand years earlier. The Great Hyperspace War summary was instigated when two Republican hyperangs accidentally crashed to land on the planet's Sith Korriban burial ground during the burial procession of Marka Ragnos. His
successor, Naga Sadow, sparked a war with the Republic, and installed himself as leader of the Sith Empire. He fought not only the Republic, but the leadership team of his rival, Ludo Kressh, and had to destroy his own fleet to seal the escape. Sadow landed at Yavin IV and built vast temples with his
Massassi hero laborers. Six hundred years later, fallen Jedi Freedon Nadd arrives at Yavin IV, and learns the Sith sorcery from the spirit of the Sadow Dragon. He took his knowledge and treasures of Sadow to the planet Onderon, where he used the gifts he had obtained to install himself as king. His spirit
continues to counsel his descendants. Another Jedi, Ulic Qel-Droma, is sent to Onderon to usher in a conflict, where he meets the spirit of Freedon Nadd, who tells him he will become the Sith God. The prophecy became a reality when Krath, a secretly dark side society, invaded the Republic and injured
Ulic with an alchemically treated shrapnel, and then injected him with a dark side poison that would ensure his downfall. Exar Kun leaves his master, Vodo-Siosk Baas, because his master will not let him learn about the dark side. He went to Onderon, where he studied freedon Nadd's tomb. Nadd's spirit
tells him to go to Korriban, where Nadd deceives him into accepting the dark side. They went to Yavin IV, where Nadd gave him a choice: surrender to the dark side, or die. Kun chose life. After learning about the dark side of Nadd, Kun destroys it by teaching the dark side. Exar Kun and Ulic Qel-Droma
meet in Cinnagar, and their battle is interrupted by the spirit of Marka Ragnos, who declared Kun The Dark Lord of the Sith, and his device Qel-Droma. Together, they waged war on the Republic, stealing Jedi students from Ossus and rejecting them to the dark side. Qel-Droma defeats Lord Mandalore,
gets Mandalorian warrior. Qel-Droma attacked Coruscant, but was arrested. Kun led the rescue attempt, and killed his former master in the process. that. afterwards, the Sith Mastery caused the Cron Cluster to go supernova, destroying an indy withlded Jedi artifacts in nearby Ossus. Before Ossus was
destroyed, Ulic's brother Cay tried to convince him to return to the light. Ulic cut him off in a lightsaber duel and, horrifying by what he had done, handed himself over to his former lover, Nomi Sunrider, when he ever cut his line to the Army. Broke up, Ulic surrendered to the Republic, and took them to
Yavin IV, where Exar Kun performed a ceremony that fired life from every Massassi on the planet to separate his spirit from his body and bind him to his temple. The cleansing of the Nine Houses was the events of the post-Great Sith War, when, after the repentance of Ulic Qel-Droma, and the
death/ascension of Exar Kun, the Old Republic hunted down and bloody cleansed the relics of the Sith Brotherhood. The computer game Knights of the Old Republic, took place forty years after the end of the Sith War Comic Series. The plot summary of this article may be too long or excessively detailed.
Please help fix it by distracting unnecessary granules and making them more concise. (April 2020) (Learn how and when to switch out this template message) Knights of the Old Republic Knights of the Old Republic (1993-94) is a five-part series by Tom Veitch, Chris Gossett, Janine Johnston and David
Roach. It was set between 4,000 and 3,999 years before the Battle of Yavin. Freedon Nadd Uprising The Freedon Nadd Uprising (1994) is a two-part story by Tom Veitch, Tony Akins, and Dennis Rodier, set in the same era as the previous archa. While attempting to move the satire of Freedon Nadd and
Queen Amanoa to the moon Dxun, Jedi Knights Arca Jeth, Ulic Qel-Droma, Cay Qel-Droma, Tott Doneeta and Oss Wilum were attacked by several hundred Naddists, led by The Null Warb, attacking Iz while distracting the Iziz army, a group of naddists capable of meragui sarcophagi and bringing it back
with them underground. Master Arca, Ulic and the Empress of Gaul conferred with the Gallic ailing father, King Ommin, for help. However, they are confronted with the spirit of Freedon Nadd, and Ommin betrays his seemingly immobile state by attacking the Statue Master, knocking him unconscious.
Warb Null comes and attacks Ulic, but soon is best and is killed by a young Jedi. Unfortunately, this gives Ommin the time he needs to kidnap Master Arca. Meanwhile, Ossus, Nomi Sunrider, Dace Diath, Shoaneb Culu, Kith Kark and Qrrrl Toq were chosen to defend Iziz in the upcoming Second Battle of
Onderon. In Coruscant, heir to the royalty of the Empress Teta system and members of the Dark Side Cults of Krath, Satal and Aleema entering the Galactic Museum and looking for an interesting Sith book. Satal stole it while the curator was invisible, and, after seeing news reports about Sith practitioners
still active in Iziz, Ketos Ketos to Onderon in search of a saying practitioner and to find the secret of their new book. Satal and Aleema Keto arrive in Onderon in search of a massive battle to take place. Their ship, The Krath Enchanter, is destroyed, but young ketos can escape with their lives. Meanwhile,
an army of Jedi officers from Ossus, led by Nomi Sunrider, battle through sith war droids and Naddists. Kith Kark was killed in the attack, as all the Jedi infiltrated the royal palace, meeting with Ulic and Cay Qel-Droma, Tott Doneeta and Oss Wilum. Meanwhile, Ketos is greeted by King Ommin, hoping to
unlock the mystery of their stolen Sith theme. Ommin gives satal the magic, in which he can read the book perfectly, as the Statue of Jeth is hung on the wall, suffering under the magic of the sith of death. Out on the battlefield, Cay Qel-Droma had her prosthetic arm cut off by a war droid, which she
quickly delivered with her organic arm. A group of seven Jedi arrived at king Ommin's powerful, and Ulic'shirisan of the King's former arsenal, sending him to the ground limply. Triumphantly, Iziz's powers soon carried sarcophagi Freedon Nadd, Queen of Amanoa and now King Ommin to Dxun, for long to
rest. It is set two years after the previous archaic, continues the story of Ulic Qel-Droma, and introduces the character of Exar Kun, the dark lord of the Sith. This story details how the Jedi, led by Ulic Qel-Droma and Nomi Sunrider attempt to free the Teta Empress System from the control of the evil Dark
Side injustices of Adepts Satal and Aleema. He also details Exar Kun's downfall to the Dark Side in the destring spirit of Freedon Nadd, becoming The Dark Lord of the Sith with Ulic as his device. The Sith War (1995-96) was a six-part comic by Kevin J. Anderson, set a year after the previous archaic. He
continues the story of Ulic Qel-Droma and Exar Kun. The story also shows how Mandalore showed great loyalty to Ulic. Mandalore indomitable war, wages on the Teta system. Mandalore bared Ulic Qel-Droma for the duel, for which Ulic accepted the terms that if he won, he would receive control of
mandaloria's hero. Ulic won, and recruited Mandalore and his army to fight for the Sith. They began to plan a devastating attack on Coruscant. The Sith Era Prequels (1996-97) by Kevin J. Anderson, Chris Gossett and Dario Carrasco Jr., set alaf before the original comic. Odan-Urr was studying Jedi
history when his master, Ooroo, sent him to the Koros system to help Empress Teta fight the Unification War and unite the seven worlds located in the system. As soon as he arrived in Cinnagar he helped to conquer the last planet, Kirrek, by Meditation, a technique he has learned about in his studies.
But even with this technique he cannot prevent injuries from occurring; among them are two sanctions runners, Hok and Timar Daragon. With their parents dead, Gav and Jori Daragon getting their ship, Starbreaker 12, returning from Aarrba Hutt who held him back as collateral. With the ship Gav and Jori
have become hypermark explorers, but their latest route proves less than successful; they barely make it through. They made it back to Cinnegar, but their ship was heavily damaged. Aarrba Hutt agreed to make the repairs, but he would not give their ship back until they had paid all the bills. Ssk Kahorr
sent one of his drone ships along the route discovered by Gav and Jori, but it was destroyed when it was too close to Primus Goluud, a red supergiant. Ssk Kahorr wasn't happy with this and sent two yellow boungue hunters after both hyperspace explorers. But they were rescued by two Jedi, Odan-Urr
and Nadill Memits. They advised them to leave the Koros system, because it was unsafe for them. Gav and Jori stole back Starbreaker 12 and desperately escaped the system with random hyperanging coordinates. In Korriban, on the far side of the galaxy, a funeral procession was held for Marka
Ragnos, Dark Lord of Sith. The march was led by Sith Lord Ludo Kressh. Only when the tomb will be closed, however, Kressh's nemesis, the Sadow Dragons, arrive. Fights about who is supposed to be the next Dark Lord happen between the two rivals, but they are stopped by the ghosts of Ragnos
themselves, who warn them of what's to come. Meanwhile, back in the Koros system, Odan-Urr has premonitions about the banned evil Jedi centuries ago. He told Empress Teta about his dreams, and he promised that he would raise the matter in Coruscant. Back in Korriban, Starbreaker 12 arrived and
Gav and Jori were caught by Sith's team. On Ziost, the Sith Lords discussed what to do with the prisoners. After a lengthy debate, it was decided having Gav and Jori killed. But sadow Dragons, seeing these prisoners a chance to expand the Sith Empire, have not given up easily this. He sent one of the
Massassi warriors to get a gun on their ship. He hatched a plan to catch a prisoner for himself and use it to regain contact with the Republic. Along with the most loyal Massassi warrior, he freed Daragons. But to keep his identity hidden from another Lord Sith, he needs to kill everyone in his path,
including mentors Simus. He left the Republic blaster behind, to let others think it was an attack by the Republic. Gav and Jori were sent to his strongest on Khar Shian and Sadow returning to Ziost where urgent meetings were held between the Sith Lords. The other Lord-Lord Sith is inconsane about
what to do and in confusion he claims to be named the new Dark Lord Sith. Other Sith Gods, others, Ludo Kressh and his supporters, agreed. Sadow immediately called on others to prepare their ships and warriors so they could attack the Republic first. Empress Teta and her two Jedi advisers have
arrived in Coruscant, where she addresses the Senate about Odan-Urr's premonition, but those who listen do not believe her. Even without the help of the Republic, Teta decided to prepare her own team. In the hidden fort of Dragon Sadow on the dark side of Kar Shian, he coached Gav Daragon in sith
way. Sadow sent his Massassi warriors to regain Starbreaker 12 from Ziost and then went to his decoy fortress in Khar Delba, where Jori Daragon was held. On Ziost, Sadow's loyal Massassi stole Starbreaker 12, but not without leaving evidence of their Masters involvement. Ludo Kressh discovered this
evidence, and along with his supporters, Horak-mul and Dor Gal-ram, he prepared to attack Sadow's fortress in Khar Delba. Meanwhile, Starbreaker 12 arrived there. The Kressh team have arrived in Khar Delba and have opened fire at the Sadow fortress apparently not to survive. Sadow convinced
Daragon that he must return to the Republic before the fort was destroyed. Refusing to leave his brother behind, he agreed. After Starbreaker 12 had fled to the hyperstem, Sadow called in his fleet that he had been hidden on the dark side of Khar Shian. But that's not all; The Massassi Warriors aboard
the Horak-mul and Dol Gal-ram killed Lord Sith and ordered their fire at Kressh, which had no choice other than to retreat. After this victory, Sadow prepared his team to encroach on the Republic, using a hidden tracking beaut in Starbreaker 12. The fall of the Sith Empire (1997) was a five-part arc by
Kevin J. Anderson, Dario Carrasco, Dario Carrasco Jr, Bill Black, David Jacob Beckett, and Ray Murtaugh. Set in the same era as previous comics, many battles were rediscovered. The Battle of Coruscant was the first battle between the Galactic Republic and the Sith Dragon Sadow Empire. Memit
Nadill, who trusts the Odan-Urr judgment, came to Coruscant to rally the Jedi before Sith attacked, but the fleet of aggression came early. The Coruscant defense team led by Jedi Guardian Anavus Svag defended the planet as another Republican and Jedi team joined the defense. The size of Lord Sith's
army is visually exaggerated and influenced by Sadow himself, meditating in his field of high meditation above Primus Goluud. When Gav Daragon fires on the sphere, sadow Dragon concentrations are disrupted, causing many troops in the Coruscant to fade. This boosts the confidence and determination
of the Jedi and Republic soldiers, allowing them to take advantage and repel Sith's aggression. Battle of Koros Major championed between Koros forces and The Sith. Sadow's dragon focus was at the Battle of Koruscant, so he appointed his banduan Daragon as commander of the Coros Major invasion
fleet. As the fighting began, Gav Land on the planet to find his sister Jori, with a group of Massassi bodyguards. As Gav entered Aarrba docking Hutt's repair, his bodyguard saw the Hut as a threat, and attacked and killed him. Jori entered the right moment and attacked Gav with the lights given to him by
Odan-Urr, assuming he had killed Aarrba. Gav escaped and fled the planet, leaving The Teta man to glue Sith for his final victory. The battle of Kirrek was fought between the Army of Koros and the Sith Empire. Before the fighting, Empress Teta had made a deal with Commander Llaban, the commander
of the rebellion in Kirrek's early Battle, to fight alongside each other to defend Kirrek against Sith, getting a pick-up for the former rebels. He also decided to let prisoners mine ronika's colonial world to fight in Kirrek's defence, but they were absent for the start of the battle. Early in the battle, Odan-Urr tried
to use the Battle Meditation as he did during the Unification War, but the anger and determination of the Massassi warriors was inevitable. Led by Lord Sith Shar Dakhan, Massassi's break through the defender's lineup and began climbing the wall. Separating many defenders from the Sith attack, Odan-
Urr's Master Ooroo ordered Kirrek rebels to seek refuge. He then tips himself, breaks his sianogen tank and sends fumes into the breath of some Massassi, killing them immediately. This kills Ooroo too, because oxygen is just as toxic to it because cyanogens are for Massassi. When prisoners from
Ronika arrived, and with the death of the Sith commander, the victory for the Tetans quickly became a passing conclusion. Primus Goluud's battle took place on top of the red supergiant Primus Goluud between the Teta Empress team and the Sith Empire. Jori Daragon led Empress Teta to his brother
Gav, assuming he had shifted to the dark side of the Force. Gav, who was caught up in Sadow's field of meditation, proved he was still on their side by sending coordinates to the Korriban to the Teta ship. Soon, dark master ships arrived and involved the Koros battalion. Sadow wastes no time in using
superweapons attached to his premiere to trigger solar illumination throughout Primus Goluud. Sith's army retreated to the Sith Empire, followed by Teta ships, as Gav was left to die in the meditation sphere. The First Battle of Korriban was fought between the Sadow Dragons and Ludo Kressh's high war
fleet above the funeral world of Sith Korriban. Escape the Battle of Primus Goluud, Sadow's fleet confronted by that declared himself Sith's new dark master and removed Sadow from the Sith Empire. The intense fighting between the Sith Lords took place, until Sadow crashed one of his vessels into the
Kressh flagship, killing the new Dark Lords. The Second the victim immediately followed the first battle. The Tetan army, using the coordinates given to them by Gav Daragon, came out of hyperst soon after Kressh's death in the First Battle of the Korriban, captured Sadow with a surprise. This allowed the
Koros ships to quickly put Sith's Empire team at a disadvantage. Sadow had another trick until his arm, however; Dark God ordered his Massassi to kill their commanders on each ship, leaving a massive, inevitable obstacle between himself and the Koros fleet. Sadow then fled to Yavin 4 with his
remaining vessel, hopefully able to rebuild Sith's once glorious legacy. Sequel Redemption (1998) is a five-part arc by Kevin J. Anderson and Chris Gossett. It is set ten years after the end of the original comic run. The Hoggon ship arrived at Yavin System and made its way to the surface. Hoggon told
Ulic about the events that took place there, but all Ulic could see was a ghost, including his dead brother, Cay. Ulic told Hoggon that this place would not be done as well. In Ryloth, many Twi'leks escaped as heat storm rages over them, with Jedi Tott Doneeta doing what he can to help. He tried to use the
force to resist the storm, but was overwhelmed, receiving burns across his face. Instead of staying and resting his wounds, he announced that he must leave the Great Jedi convocation. At Exis Station, Master Thon arrived, meeting Vima Sunrider, now a teenager. Both were soon interrupted by Cathar
Jedi Sylvar, and the two Jedi left Vima to join a convocation that had begun. Although Nomi spoke, Vima was bored and decided to take off and tried to fly a mining ship. But, while flying, Vima was trapped in a magnetic loop and had her vessel disabled and had to push out. He was later rescued by a late
arrival for the convocation, Tott Doneeta. Upon arriving back at the station, Nomi questioned his daughter's actions, asking how she could expect to be a Jedi with such a choice of brash. Vima responded by saying if Nomi would spend more time training him, he could get out of himself. Elsewhere, the
Hoggon ship arrived on the surface of Rhen Var. Ice Var. When landing, Ulic announced that he was satisfied with this place. Hoggon arrived at Exis Station and took place in the airstrikes to watch the convocation, as Sylvar had taken the opportunity to speak. He talks about Ulic Qel-Droma and mentions
that he betrays the Jedi and now travels free. He was referring to Ulic conspiracies with Exar Kun, and the death of the Jedi, including his partner Crado. then stated that Ulic was the greatest embarrassment of the Jedi Knights. At Rhen Var, Ulic picked up his lights, but couldn't feel anything in the power.
The weapon was nothing but a device in his hand. The ground beneath him then gives a line, dropping it into the hole. Back in Exis, Vima starred in two of her mother's; one is the father of Vima, Andur, Andur, the other is Ulic. Vima asked her mother about training, which Nomi responded with not today.
Vima then goes to the docking bay, protruding on board, aiming to find her own coach. Also at the dock bay is Tott, who asked Sylvar to come with him to Ryloth, to address the anger in him. Upon arriving in the new town of The Tott tribe, the two Jedis were told of the attack on the faction by other
factions. Tott leaves to deal with the situation and asks Sylvar to help while he disappears. Sylvar decided to try and rally the tribe, telling them they must attack and take revenge. Tott returned to announce that the blood enclosure did not create peace, and that the settlement had been achieved; both
tribal leaders will get into the desert together and new head tribes will join the tribes. Not used for custom differences, Sylvar asked to be taken home to Cathar. On Rhen Var, Ulic looks back at what he has done in the past; betrays Nomi and kills Cay. He regarded this as a good place as anywhere to die,
but was urged to live with an image of his deceased teacher, Master Arca Jeth. Ulic pulled his strength together and climbed back through the snow. At Exis Station, Nomi found the Ulic hologram missing, and was told by Master Thon that Vima was missing. On his board, Hoggon found out that Vima had
been stuck on his ship. Vima said she was looking for Ulic Qel-Droma, and showed Hoggon hologram. Hoggon took him to Rhen Var and dropped it on the planet, giving him a transmitter that contacted him. After Hoggon leaves, Vima stated that she would not leave until she was a Jedi. Collected edition
of Jedi Story: Knights of the Old Republic (1994) ISBN 1-56971-020-1 Jedi Story: Freedon Nadd Uprising (1995) ISBN 1-156971-307-3 Jedi Tales: Dark Lords of Sith (1 ISBN 1-56971-095-3 Jedi Tales: Sith War (1996) ISBN 1-56971-1 173-9 Jedi Tales: Sith Golden Age (1997) ISBN 1-56971-229-8 Jedi
Story : Fall of the Sith Empire (1998) ISBN 1-56971-320-0 Jedi Story: Redemption (2001) ISBN 1-56971-535-1 Star Wars Omnibus : Stories of Jedi Volume 1 (2007)BN 1-59307-830-7 Star Wars Omnibus: Stories of Jedi Volume 2 (2008) ISBN 1-59307-911-7 Legacy Of Skywalker Revival of Ommin
reference,[1] and junior novelist nagaow Sad reference. [2] See also Star Wars: The Dawn of the Jedi Star Wars: High Republic References ^ Bacon, Thomas (March 29, 2020). The Rise of the Skywalker Makes The Legendary Sith Star Wars Canon. ScreenRant. Receded 28 April 2020. ^ Johnston, Dais
(25 April 2020). 'The rise of Easter Skywalker eggs teases the return of the forgotten Lord Sith. Invert. Receded 28 April 2020. Star Wars external link: The Story of the Jedi in Wookieepedia, the story Star Wars novel info graphic Jedi taken from
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